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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
________________________________________________________ 
 
 
The importance of material supplies to keep the business running, especially in 
material flow intensive industries like manufacturing and retailing can not be over 
emphasized. With a large share of budget going towards the purchase of materials for direct 
and indirect use in the final product, supply management professionals have always 
scrutinized the purchasing department for cost savings. Now having plucked all the low 
hanging savings from the purchasing and supply management process, professionals look 
beyond traditional methods for advanced cost saving techniques. Executives have also been 
inadvertently adding complexity to supply management by extending the list of suppliers and 
supplies to meet the needs of growing business and increasing product complexity. Now 
industry professionals are exploring techniques beyond traditional methods to tackle the 
challenges of complexity and continue with the tradition of continuous cost reduction. 
Software vendors have developed a new line of software tools called e-sourcing suites to 
solve the challenges in supply management. Many early adaptors have already implemented 
these e-sourcing suites to reduce cost. Some potential users are still waiting and watching to 
see some solid numbers for return on investment. We studied a sample of customers using 
some of these e-sourcing suites from nine leading e-sourcing software vendors to discover if 
there were any patterns of change in procurement cost post implementation of e-sourcing 
suite. Details about the study as well as the findings are discussed here. 
 
Objective of this study is to find any significant decrease in direct and indirect 
material procurement expense for the period after announcement of e-sourcing projects. We 
selected 9 different e-sourcing software vendors and 49 different e-sourcing solution users for 
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our study. Average of cost of goods sold relative to sales (COGS/Sales) and average of 
selling and general administration expense relative to sales (SGA/Sales) are used as proxy 
indicators for direct and indirect material procurement respectively. By comparing these 
ratios for each user company for the periods before and after project announcement, we 
explored any decrease in direct and indirect material procurement expense for the period post 
project announcement. Neither did the average of COGS/Sales ratio nor did the average of 
SGA/Sales ratio change significantly for the period post project announcement. Based on the 
data out statistical tests state that: 
 There is no statistically significant (p = 0.121) change in direct material procurement 
expense for the period after the e-sourcing project announcement.  
 There is no statistically significant change (p = 0.246) in indirect material 
procurement for the period after the e-sourcing project announcement.  
 
We repeated the test for direct material expenses (COGS/Sales ratio) for a period one year 
after the project announcement. Since a typical IT project would approximately take one year 
to reach the stage of user acceptance, we expected this test to reveal if there were any savings 
accrued after a delay period of one year. Again we did not find a significant difference in the 
mean of COGS/Sales ratio even with a one-year lag after the project announcement. From 
this analysis we can state that 
 There is no statistically significant (p = 0.126) change in direct material procurement 
expense for the period one year hence the e-sourcing project announcement.  
 
E-Sourcing software tools are relatively new and rapidly evolving. Mergers among 
the e-sourcing vendors in the recent past have very often resulted in more features and 
functions for the end users. Perhaps the savings realized in the early days are canceling out 
the initial expense due to learning curve. We may have to do a more detailed study after few 
years and with a larger sample of user companies to find out if savings are accruing after a 
significant lag or if they are more pronounced in some industries as compared to the other. 
